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Abstract
This bibliography records publications of Alan Mathison Turing (1912–1954).

Title word cross-reference

0(z) [Fef95]. 1 [Fis15, CAC14b]. 1 [PSS11, WWG12]. $16.95$ [Sal12].
$16.96$ [Kru05]. 2 [Fai10b]. $21.95$ [Sal12]. $22.50$ [LH83]. $24.00$/34
[Kru05]. $24.95$ [Sal12, Kru05]. $25.95$ [Kru05]. $26.95$ [Kru05]. $29.95$
[KP02]. 3 [Ano11c]. $54.00$ [Kru05]. $69.95$ [Kru05]. $75.00$ [Kru05].
$9.95$ [CK02]. $\lambda$ [Tur37a]. $\lambda - K$ [Tur37c]. $p$ [Tur37c].

- computably [Fai10b]. -conversion [Tur37c]. -D [WWG12]. -definability
[Tur37a]. -function [Tur37c].

Życie [Hod02b, Hod02c].
Hal14, Bol84, Hod06a, Sal12, Bea84, Sut85]. Agencies [Kru05]. Agent [Cas01]. AI [Cop09, Cro94, Yap12]. aid [PA11b]. al [CFK+91]. al-Khwarizmi [CFK+91]. Alan [Ano99, CK84, Coo06a, Dys12a, GKO95, Hod12b, Ho85, Knu05, Lie11, Lip11, May61, MMB13, TDCKW84, AB00, AW77, AH85, Ano06, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano09b, Ano12b, Ano12a, Ano12f, Ano13, Ano15, App12, Asp80, AB12, AB14, Bar98, Bau12, Ben12, Blu14, Bre12a, Bre12c, Bre09, CK12a, Cap65, Cas01, Cas13, Che93, Chr10, Chr13, CM96, CS12, CBB12, Coo12b, Coo12c, Coo12d, CL13a, CP13, CP96, CP99, Cpg05a, CGLVW12, Cop12a, Cot07, Dav13, DC12, DC13, Don14, Dow13, Dys12a, Ell13, Fre86, Fri05, GMC12, Gam13, Ghe11, Gla01, Gla03, Gla04, GR12, Gla12, GKO95, Got96, Gou99, GC12b, GC12c, GC12d, GC12a, GG13, Hae12, Har12a, Hen11, Hind12, Hii93, Hii91, Hoc87, HG89]. Alan [Hod83a, Hod83b, Hod93a, Hod88, Hod89a, Hod89b, Hod92, Hod94a, Hod94b, Hod95a, Hod95b, Hod97a, Hod97b, HP00, Hod00, Hod01, Hod02a, Hod02b, Hod02c, Hod03a, Hod03b, Hod04a, Hod04b, Hod08a, Hod08b, Hod09, Hod12c, Hod12a, Hod12b, Hou12, Hym12, Irv04, IM13, Jac12, Kie12, LCKBJ12, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lei01, Len04, Len12, Lie11, Liv02, Lol13, Lov04, Mac12a, Mac12b, Man13b, MD11, Mei12a, Mic08, MC96, MJ84, Mi109, Nan03, Nan09, Nan12, Nan03, Num05, OF03, O’R12, Odi12, Pap12, Pat04, Pat07, Pet08, Pic03a, Ran72a, Ran72b, Rob97, Sal04, Sal12, San93, Sev12, Sie12, Sol87, Sor05, Str15, Swa13, Ter11, Teu04a, Teu12, The87, THWV88, Tur59, TP06, Tur12, Und13, Unk84, Vin13, Vos13, Web12, We12, Whi87, Whi91]. Alan [Yan12, Zab95, Zab12, de 12, vL13, And08, Ano14, Asp84, Avi14, Dal12b, Ers84, Ho83, Lav12, LH83, Lov04, Rid84, Shu87]. Alana [Hod02b, Hod02c]. AlanTuring.net [CP01]. Algebraic [Cha95]. Algerbras [HTG12]. ALGOL [FOO71, FOO71]. Algorithmic [Cai12, BFP07]. Algorithmic [DH10, Dow14a]. Algorithms [Gur95, SVG94]. Alignment [Don14]. alikes [BA05]. All-against-all [LA12]. Alger [Dys12a]. allegations [Ir04]. Allen [GC12e, Sal12]. aller [GKO95]. Allgemeine [Tur60a]. Allies [AWL*88]. almost [Tur35]. Always [OSZ03]. Am [Hod94c]. America [Kru05, DB04]. Americas [Kru05]. amplitude [Dut10]. Analysis [WS00]. Analysis [Cuc12, KW12, Kie95, AB12, AB14, Blo98, CP10, DDL01, Ghe11, Sie14]. Analyst [Wil71]. Anatomy [Wal95, Wal90]. ancestry [GC12e]. Andrew [Asp84, CK84, Ho83, LH83, Rid84, Sal12, Shu87, vL13]. Anecdotes [SHH81, THWV88]. Anerkennung [Hod12b]. Anhang [Tur60a]. Animal [Mur12, Poo92]. Anniversary [CFK+91, TDCKW84]. annotated [Lip11, Pet08, Wil10]. Annual [ACL12]. anticipation [CP96, Dow14a, Goo00]. Ants [HL02]. apology [Ano09b, Nau09]. appalling [Bro09]. Apple [vL13]. appendix [Tur60a]. Apple [Pat04, Lem04, Lem12, Vin13]. Application [Chu13, EH91, Tur36, The87, Tur37b]. Applications [ACL12, BAC14, Kie95, Kru05, Tur41a, Zab12, DIMV11, DMV12]. applied [GGZ06, Tur53a]. approach [GAM11]. Approaches [DP02, BBLT06].
approximations [Tur38b]. Arbeiten [Hod12b, ST12]. Archimedes [Bra13].
architect [Got96]. Architecture [Mak95]. Archive [CP01]. Arid [KW12].
Art [Gol12, GF91]. Article [Goo92, The87]. articles [FF63]. Artificial
[CP04, Cop04, Cop05b, Edm03, Fur12, Wie12, Yan12, AB00, Moo03b, Web12,
FRT14]. artikel [The87]. Artilect [DH09]. Artin [Boo06a]. Artistic
[Mas12] arvoitus [HP00]. Asimov [CFK+91]. aspects [The87]. aspekter
[The87]. Asperger [Jam06, OF03]. Aspray [CFK+91]. assessment [de 12].
Association [So83]. astronomy [FF91]. Asymptotically [OSZ03].
Atanasoff [Ano96, Smi10]. attribute [EH91]. Auction [Ano15].
Aufholjagd [Hod94d]. Australian [CFK+91]. Automata
[Dow12a, IT12, Mar13a, Tur60a, DIMV11, DMV12, Sha09a, CFK+91].
Automat [Tur60a]. Automatic
[And08, Ano49, AWL+88, Cop05a, Tur45]. Automatism [Eri03].
Automaton [MC12b, DDL01]. Autonomy [Cas01]. aux [Bia79].
av [The87]. Ave [Kru05]. Avenue [Kru05]. avtomatov [Tur60a]. Award
[Ano99, Ash87, Mic15, Ano14, Fis15, Lip12, CAC14b]. Axes [Whi12].

B [And08]. B. [Hod06a, Sal12]. Babbage [OS65, SHH81, Swa13, THWV88].
Baby [Cop11b]. back [Coa13, Coo12d, Moo15]. Bacteria [Mar13a]. Bad
[Pip04, Pip05]. Ballesteros [Hid12, Hid12]. Balliett [Kru05]. Bamford
[Kru05]. banknote [Hum14]. Barrier [NA06]. barriers [BBLT06]. Based
[Cai12, Mar11a, EH91]. Tur38c, Tur39, Tur65]. Basic [Kru05, Dav65]. Basis
[Dys12a, Fre66, Nan03, Tur90, Tur52]. Basque [JTS97]. Bayes
[Goo00, McG11]. Bayesian [Fie06, Fie06]. Bayley [TB12]. BCS [Don01a].
beaten [Hej07]. beautiful [Vos13]. Beaver [Bra95]. become [Fie06].
Before [CFK+91, RA04, RA03]. Begegnung [GKO95]. behavior [Shi04].
Behaviorist [Wha09]. Behind [RA04, Hod12b, RA03]. Beijing [ACL12].
Being [Pel09, Dav13]. belated [Ano09b]. Berechenbarkeit [ST12].
Bernels [Jor07]. Berners-Lee [Jor07]. berühmt [Hod12b].
Berührungspunkte [GR12]. Better [BBF03, Wel02]. Between
[Gla04, Dys12a, Emm13, GKO95, LL12]. Beyond
[Has95, Hod12d, Kan12, Roc12, MC12a, Sie95, Bra13, Fre12c, GKO95].
Bicentenary [CFK+91]. Bifurcation [RMP11, Dil05]. Big
[Wat12b, Coo12d, Str99]. biggest [Bie12]. Bill [Hou12]. binario [Hid12].
Biographies [chr13, Wei88]. Biography
[Hod04a, CFK+91, Hod12a, Smi10, Ano12b]. bioinformatics [GMC12].
Biological [DP02, Mit12, Mei12b, SNUM03]. biologischen [Mei12b].
Biology [mur93, Sna93, GCM12, HL02, Man90, Mis09]. biomathematics
[GMC12]. Biomedical [MUR12]. Biometrika [Goo92]. Birth [Hod06a]. bis
[Hod12b]. Bit [Cas06a, Hej07, Hid12]. Bletchley
[Sev12, Ano11b, Cop06, Goo79a, HS93, Sal04]. blossoms [Han12]. Blue
[Kru05]. Blueprint [Cas06a]. boat [DB04]. Body [Cla72, Hof83]. Bold
[Pic11]. Bolte [Bea84, Sut85]. Bombe


[CFK+91, DK90, Gla03, Tur03, Dea98, Tur04].

Code-Making [GC12a]. Codebreaker [And08, Dav13, Hil00a, McG12, Bro13, Cop05a]. Codebreakers [HS93].


Colors [BT12]. COLOSSUS [Ran76, Cop06, Shi12]. Comes [MBC06].


Compiled [TB12]. Complete [CP12]. Complexity [Axe12, Ben95, MC12b, MD11, Mar11a, NW12, HS14, Ste90, Zie09].

composer [Ano12c]. Computability [AB12, AB14, BBLT06, Coo06b, CLS07, CDL12, Dow14a, Kle95, Soa07, Tur37a, Che93, CP10, Lip11, Pet08, ST12, Soa14]. Computable [Chu13, Fai10a, FHM14, OG12, Tur36, Dav65, Ghe11, The87, Tur37b, Zen13, Coo08]. computably [Fai10b]. computadora [Lea12]. Computation [ACL12, Aho12, Ano49, AWL+88, Bac12, Baj12, BAC14, Bee95, Buz12, Con12, Coo12a, Dah95, Den12a, DW12, Den12b, Den12c, DC11b, DL06, EGW04, Fra12, Fre12a, Gel12, GC12b, Hew13, Jac11, Mit12, QSW11, Ros12, Sie95, Weg12, Blu14, Mar11b, Pap03, Zen13, CLS07]. Computational [Aho12, CM10, DC12, Mar11a, Müh09, MJ09, Tra12, Wha09, Wie12, BBLT06, Coo08, DC13, HS14, The87, Zie09].

Computationalism [Sch02].

Computations [Fen95]. Compute [Coo06c, CS11b]. Computer [Ano51, Ano12c, Bea84, Bia79, BFG+12, Bri90, CK02, CP09, CP04, Cop11a, Cop11b, CH83a, CH83b, Dav95a, Eps95, EBR09, Eps09, Eva81, Fly02, Har12b, Hod06a, KP02, Ken89, Kill14b, Lap96, Lev88, Mic80, Spr12, Sut85, TDCKW84, Tur72, Wat12a, WTP+06, WCK89, Aga01, Ano96, Ano13, Asp80, BB12a, BB12b, Bre12c, Bro97, BDD15, CK12b, Cop05a, Cop12a, Dav00, Dav12, Dew97, DGT12, Dys12a, Goo84, Got96, HH84, Hol90, HH90, JTS97, Kill14a, Lea05, Lea07, Lea12, Lie11, dBPZM10, Shi12, Smi10, Smi05, Str99, Tur51b, Bol84, BTHS12, Dys12a, Spr12, Smi02, And08, Coo06a]. computer-science [Bre12c]. Computerizing [Bee95]. Computers [Bia79, Dav95b, DB05, Dys12a, FF63, Goo79a, IM13, Lie11, NA06, Tim04, Wat12b, Wat12c, Cop06, Jac12, LCKBJ12, Ran72a, Ran72b, Sch04a, Tur53a, CFK+91, Lav12]. Computes [CDL12].

Computing [And08, Bra13, CFK+91, Cop04, Cop05a, Fe99, Kov03, MHR80, Par12, Ros12, Swa12, Tur45, Tur50a, Tur95b, Tur09, Wat12d, Bow53, CS11a,

degrees [Fai10b]. Delay [Hod94]. Delays [LGB11]. DELILAH [TB12].

delirio [Paz03]. delirium [Paz03, PC06]. dell’incomputabile [Cap05].

Descartes [Abr11]. Description [TB12, Nau93]. Deserts [She12, Smi14].

Design [Bro05, CG87, Hol86, HSK09, HMRC88]. desktop [GC12e].

deterministic [Wel06]. DEUCE [Wil80]. Deutschland [GR12].

Development [AWL +88, Tur45, Tur72, DT12, HS14, Poo92, TDCKW84].

Developments [Ano88, AWL +88, Dow14c, Dow14b]. Deviant [CP10].

Devil [Par12]. Dewdney [Bri90, Ken89]. Dial [Kru05].

Dialogue [GF91, GG12]. Did [CP00, Hod08b, OF03, Poo91, Poo92, BDD15, Fie06, McG12].

Diego [USE83].

E. [TDCKW84]. Early [Goo79a, Hus91, MJ84, Par12, WCK89, Web12]. Easy [Har12a]. ebouluzioaz [JTS97]. Eckert [Ano96]. eclectic [Odi12].

elettico [Odi12]. Ecological [Wel04]. Economy [Don01a]. Ed [Kru05, AWL +88, Hod06a, Rus89, vL13]. edited [And08, Dal12b, Lov04].


Electronic [Tur46, Tur72, Tur05b, Cop12a, Tur51b]. elusive [Moo03b].

Embedding [Edm95, Edm09]. Embeddings [OG12]. Emergence [Coo06b, MJ09]. empirical [Goo00]. encodings [CP10].

Encounter [Liv02]. Encounters [Cra10a]. Encyclopedia [CFK +91, Cra98].

Enduring [For12]. Engine [And08, Cop05a, Tur45]. Engineering [MBS11, Smi05]. engineers [Ano96]. enhancement [Mei12b]. ENIAC


Higher [Nor14]. Hilbert [B+11]. Hillston [BTHS12]. himself
[McG12, McG12]. hinter [Hod12b]. historic [Lip11, Pet08]. History
[AWL+88, CFK+91, CP01, Cop11a, Cop11b, DKK+98, Eva81, Fef99, MHR80,
Goo79b, Haw05, HWW08, Mah10, TJC03, CFK+91, TDCKW84]. Hitler
[Moo14]. HL [Hou12]. Hodges
[LH83, Sal12, Shu87, TDCKW84, Asp84, CK84, Hof83, Rid84]. Hold
[Loe95, Loe09]. Holling [Tia11]. Homage [Cas01]. hombre [Lea12]. Home
[Hod97b, THWV88, Hod97a]. homme [Lea07, Lem04, Lem12]. homosexual
[Dav13]. honor [Hym12]. honors [Sor05]. honours [Ano12c]. Hopf
[ML05, RMP11]. House [Kru05]. Hub [Gar95, Gar09]. Human
[Cop05b, Hic08, Man09, Pel09, JTS97]. hunted [McG11]. Husson
[TDCKW84]. Hut [Mah10]. Hyperbolic [Mar13a]. Hypercomputation
[Cot03, Dav04]. Hypercomputational [Sta04]. Hypotheses [Zie09].
Hypothesis [Boo06a, GAM11, Boo06b, Tim04].

Ian [Kru05]. IBM [TDCKW84]. ICL [CFK+91]. Icon [CK02]. idea
[Chou99, Str99]. Ideas
[CP99, Dow14c, EGW04, Gan95, Hod06a, Coo12d, Dow14b, Rob97]. idée
[Chou99]. Identification [Tra03]. Idiotic [Sch04b]. IEE [Don01a]. If
[Bri95, Bri09]. II
[Bre12a, Goo92, Kru05, Bre12a, Goo79b, Sal04, Tia11, Tur51b]. Illustrated
Imagine [Emm13]. Imitate [Peli09]. Imitation
[Cop05b, Cho09, Las09, Las95, Lou09, Pic03b, Cho95]. Immortal [Jea12].
Impact [Ano88, AWL+88, CVL13, Hop12, CBB12, Papi12, Ano14, Avi14].
Implementation [RTM04, SGLV94]. Implementing [dBPZM10].
implications [Lei01]. Impossible
[BT12, Lou09, SHH81, BSI95, HLO85, Str65]. imprint [DT12].
Improvements [Tru11]. Inaugural [Ano51]. Inclusion [Mai07].
Incomplete [BLA+11, Dali12a]. Incompleteness [Fra06, Sut13].
Incomputability [Coo12b, Saa07]. Incomputable
[Coo12c, Cap05, Coo12d, Coo12e]. Indianapolis [Lip11]. Indistinguishable
[Bre13]. Individuals [HTG12]. inference [Fie06]. Inferentialism [CM10].
Infinite [CEL10, Whi12]. Infinitum [Cha94]. Infinity [Cha94]. influence
[Abr11, Gla12]. Influences [Dav95a]. Info [DC12, DC13].
Info-Computational [DC12, DC13]. Inform [San05]. Information
[Baj12, Roc12, Cop12b, Sal12, Cero04]. Informationierung [Pili].
Informatique [Bia79, Bre12c, Lea07]. informatization [Pili]. Informing
[Coo12a]. ing [Vos13]. ingénieurs [Ano96]. Inhibition [Mei12b]. inhumane
[Nau09]. Inmos [AWL+88]. Innovation [AWL+88, Don01a]. Innovators
[Isa14]. input [IST+10]. insights [Poo92]. Inspired [Har12b]. instabilities
[Dil05, RR12]. instability [AKS11]. Instruments [Ano88, AWL+88].
insubstantiality [Lei01]. integers [Haw05]. intellectual [TJC03].
Intelligence [AS08b, Chu95, Chu09, CP04, Cop04, Cop50b, Edm95, Edm03,


ministers [Coa13]. Miracles [Ter11]. Misidentification [SW10]. mistaken
[Cro94]. Mistakes [Sch04b]. Mýn [BFG+12]. Model
[Ano10, Dah95, DC11b, Hew13, KW12, MBC06, Tra12, AKS11, Ano12h,
Dal12a, Dut10, FHM14, Jac12, RR12, Tia11, Nor14]. Modeling [LE91].
Modelle [Mei12b]. Modelling [LP11, Mur12]. Models [ACL12, BAC14,
DC11b, EGW04, Sta04, Wie12, DDL01, GS12, SNUM03, Wel14, Mei12b].
Modern [And08, Bia79, CK02, Dav95b, Aga01, Cop05a, Smi02].
modernes [Bia79]. Modest [Pic11]. Molecular [MBC06, CS11a]. Morphogen
[LGB11]. Morphogen-Regulated [LGB11]. Morphogenesis
[Coo12a, Fre86, SNUM03, Tur90, Tur92a, Kid96, Tur52, Nan03]. Motivating
[Tay98]. Mouse [Ano06b]. Moving [Fre12c, Hau03]. Mozet [Tur60a].
Mozhet [Tur60b, TvN99]. MR [CFK+91]. Much
[Coo06a, Lea12, Lea05]. Muddled [TDCKW84]. Multitape [IT12, SGV94].
Münster [CBB12, Glå12]. Murphy [THWV88]. music [Hid12]. música
[Hid12]. Musings [Ner14]. Musterbildung [Mei12b]. My [Hum95, Hum09].
myslit [Tur60a, Tur60b, TvN99]. Myth [Dav04].

Nachwort [Hod94g]. Named [Ste94]. nanotechnology [Wel02]. Narration
[Hoc87]. National [Fef99, Tur01c, Wil80]. Natural
[DC11b, Gd,12, Whi12, Hod97c]. naturalized [Sch88]. Nature
[Chn95, Chn09, Coo06c, DC12, DC13, Zen13]. naval [Goo00, Don14, Mah10].
Navy [Gla03, Tur03]. near [Dil05]. Negative [PSS11]. neither [Irv04].
Netherlands [MBS11]. Nets [CP12]. networks [RR12, Web12]. Neue
[Hod94h]. Neumann
[CFK+91, Tur60a, Ano96, Asp80, CK12b, IM13, Liel11, Müh09, Sch88, Tur60a].
near [Dil05]. Negative [PSS11]. neither [Irv04]. Norbert
[AWL+88]. Normal [Bec12, BFPO7, Turxx].
Norman [Ano12f]. Norris [AWL+88]. Norton [KP02]. Norwegian [The87].
Note [CZ12, Sch04b, Turxx]. Notebook [Ano15]. Notes [Tur05a, Hut84].
nous [Mar13b]. novel [HM92, Pap03]. NP [Fai12]. NPL’s [Ano11a].
numberings [Fai10a]. Numbers
[Bec12, Chn13, Tur36, BFPO7, Bra13, The87, Tur37b, Turxx]. Numerical
[Cuc12, HAC+85, Wil71, Dow13]. numérique [Dow13]. NUPT [Ste12a].
NY [Kru05].

O.B.E [Gan54]. OBE [AW77]. Objection [Pic03a]. Obscaja
[Tur60a]. Observation [THWV88]. Observers [Sut13]. October
[MBS11]. Oded
[Kru05]. ODFL [Ste12a]. Off [Fre12b, Tur48c, Hej07, Bod49]. offer
[POo92]. Oh [Wei88]. Ohio [Tur01c]. Omnibus [Bri90, Ken89, Dew89, Dew93]. one
[LC01]. Online [Cra98]. Ontario [Sof83]. OO [BB94]. Opening
[Den12b]. operate [Jac12]. operating [HP88a]. Operation
[AWL+88, Gla04]. Opposition
[Dav06a]. Optimal [OSZ03]. option [HM92]. Oracles [BCT10].
ordenadorea [JTS97]. Orders [DJ12]. ordinals [Tur38c, Tur39, Tur65]. ordinateur [Ano96]. ordinateurs [Bia79]. Organizational [AWL+88]. Origin [Dav95b]. Original [Tur72, Kan12]. Origins [Bia79, Dia12, MD11, Mic80, Swa13, Asp80, Dys12c, GC12e, Ran72a, Ran72b, Sal12]. Other [AWL+88, CD86, Sch04b, Blu14, CK12a, CD77, TWCD86]. Out-of-the-Box [EG12]. Outlaw [Hod94m]. Output [PR10]. Overcoming [THWV88]. Oxford [Hod06a, Rus89, Sal12, vL13, Man90].


Posts [Hau03]. Postscript [Hod94i]. Postskriptum [Hod94i]. Potential
[Ano01, Sien12]. Powerful [LP11]. Pp [CK02, Hod06a, Rus89, VL13, Kru05].
Practical [Gor95a, SW10, Tur48b, Gou99]. Practice [BFG+12, WTP+06].
Prefiguring [TJC03]. Prehistory [TDCKW84]. Prentice [Kru05].
presentation [Lis12]. presented [Man90]. Press
[Hod06a, Kru95, Rus89, Sal12, VL13]. Press/Random [Kru05]. Prestigious
[GMC12]. Prehistory [TDCKW84]. Prentice [Kru05].
presentation [Lis12]. presented [Man90]. Press
[Hod06a, Kru95, Rus89, Sal12, VL13]. Press/Random [Kru05]. Prestigious
[GMC12]. Prehistory [TDCKW84]. Prentice [Kru05].

TB12, vL13, Dut10, GS12, Poo92, Tur42, WWG12]. **Systems** [CEL10, Del06, HS82, LP11, Tur3c, Tur39, Tur65, Wie12, App12, HP88a, SNUM03].

**Takes** [Wha09]. **Talking** [RS03]. **TAMC** [ACL12]. **Tape** [Axe12, EH91]. **tapes** [IST+10]. **Tarragona** [DIMV11]. **Taster** [Yap12]. **Teacher** [PA11a]. **Teacher-Friendly** [PA11a]. **Team** [Hod94e]. **Technical** [CFK+91, Mis09, TB12]. **Technology** [AWL+88, DKK+98, Don01a, GF91, G¨or95a, Mai06, CFK+91].

**Telecollaboration** [Bro05]. **Temperature** [PSS11]. **ten** [Coo12d]. **teorija** [Tur60a].

**Term** [Fra06, NT42, Zab95]. **Theorems** [CZ12]. **Theoretical** [HL02, Man90]. **Theories** [Roc12]. **Theory** [ACL12, AD12, BAC14, BFG+12, CFK+91, CM10, Dow12a, Tur60a, WTP+06, WS00, Blu14, Cas06b, DMV11, DMV12, Dow14a, FHM14, Han12, Joy00, Mar11b, McG11, Mei12b, Moo15, NT42, PA13, Sha09a, Ste90, Tur48b, Tur96, Zie09, PA13]. **these** [Gal06]. **Thesis** [AD12, Cot03, Dav06a, Dow12a, Fe06, Ner14, Pic11, Szu12, App12, BA05, Gal06, Sha12, Tay98, Yao03, vL13].

**Three** [BVE11, Sal12, Tia11]. **Three-Dimensional** [BVE11]. **Thus** [CFK+91]. **Time** [Axe12, RV12, RMP11, Whi12]. **Time-Dependent** [RV12]. **Time-Discrete** [RMP11]. **Times** [Bau12, LHS3, Wei06, Hod02c]. **Titanic** [Coo12f]. **todas** [Hid12]. **today** [Dys12a, Hod12b]. **Tomography** [BVE11]. **Too** [Coo06a, Lea12, Lea05]. **topics** [LTM+51]. **Toronto** [Sof83]. **Total** [Sch12c]. **Tour** [An06a, Lip11, Pet08]. **toxic** [McG12]. **Tracks** [An09]. **trail** [HL02]. **Transfinite** [Wei14]. **Transformation** [BLA+11]. **Transient** [LKE93]. **Transients** [RMP11]. **Transition** [OS91]. **Translation** [CFK+91]. **treasury** [FF91]. **Treatise** [CL13c, Tur40, Tur99]. **Treatment** [Bro09, Nau09].

**Trends** [BFG+12, WTP+06]. **Trieste** [PA13]. **triumphant** [McG11]. **Truly** [Sch12c]. **Truth** [Hod94f]. **Tumours** [Mur12]. **Turing** [AW77, AH85, And08, Ano99, Ano12b, Ano13, Ano14, Arb95, Ash87, Asp84, AWL+88, Avi14, BB12a, Bli98, Bre12a, Bri90, CK84, CK02, CFK+91, Cha94, Coo06a, CDL12, CP00, Dal12b, Don01a, Dys12a, EH91, Ers84, Gan54,
Turing


xii [KP02]. xiv [Rus89]. xv [vL13]. XXIst [GGZ06]. XXXVII [Goo79b].

Yates [Fef99]. Year [Ano12a, Gol12, Hae12, Und13]. Years [Bau12, SCA00, SCA03, Sea95, Sea09, Ash87, Gal06, MMB13]. York [KP02, Kru05].

References
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